1. **Remember to record the session!**
2. Check email to see whether students are emailing reports of trouble.
3. Ask student to use chat for questions and mute audio and video on their side, to limit clutter and bandwidth.
4. Virtual Office Hours.
5. Ask graduate students to send in proposed choices for reports or presentations. Ten students have made their choice.
6. Note that agendas for each class meeting are linked to the corresponding class log entry on the course website. Direct link: [https://cse.sc.edu/~mgv/csce531sp20/log/index.html](https://cse.sc.edu/~mgv/csce531sp20/log/index.html).
7. Hints for PR2 are online. More hints may be added.
8. Ch. 6 [M]. Use Cosmin Oancea’s slides on Intermediate Code Generation for this chapter, as modified by me.
9. Assign HW7: Exercises 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 [M].
10. Ch. 7 [M]. Use Cosmin Oancea’s slides on Machine-Code Generation for this chapter, as modified by me.
11. Make sure that the students are fine and wait for questions before ending the session.